
Are you ready to join 
the natural revolution?

www.reyu.eu

www.reyu.eu 
info@reyu.eu

book a session with a certified REYU therapist 
in your region and live the experience.

Download the  

free E-book now 

at www.reyu.eu !

Long term results. No pain. 
No downtime. No side 
effects. 100% natural. 

More than 10.000 patients 
treated worldwide.  
Three decades of experience.

Heal faster from 
injuries. Improve your 
sports performance.

Joints, tendons, muscles and even bones are under 
pressure during intense sports.

REYU heals and prevents injuries by increasing blood 
flow and reducing inflammation in these tissues.

The future is REYU.
The science behind 

Neuro - Biofeedback

NEW!

Joints



Our joints, cartilage and bones are very fragile structures because they are 
under constant pressure. They have little or no blood vessels, which slows 

recovery after injury, often compromising their mobility.  As they age, knees, 
shoulders, lower back or neck, become worn and inflamed. If not taken care 
of, we may end up with a prosthesis.  Physical therapy, hyaluronic acid and 
PRP injections are common treatments. They are expensive and not always 

effective because they do not repair the tissues from within. 

REYU is a new natural way. 
REYU increases blood flow, reduces inflammation and releases natural VEGF 
(vascular endothelial growth factor) like PRP. The effect is noticeable even at 
the cellular level. REYU also has a regenerative ability on injured muscles and 
tendons. Studies show that the rate of regeneration increases by 250% after 
a treatment. It delivers more oxygen to the tissues and reduces pain through 

its calming effect on the nerves. On average, these tissues can regenerate 
with 4 REYU sessions. Old injuries usually require more sessions. 

A weekly session of REYU for professional athletes before competition, 
reduces the risk of injury, by activating all healing mechanisms preventively. 

REYU saves money on expensive surgeries and precious playing time for 
professional athletes. A REYU treatment can be performed by a nurse, a 

physiotherapist or an experienced coach.

100% Natural Treatments

Move smoothly and painlessly  
with healthy joints. 

It’s you, 
only stronger.

Why athletes 
join the natural 

revolution?

Roberts Klavins, Latvia Men’s National Volleyball Team, 22 years 
Joined The Natural Revolution

Reyu is a movement for those who want to stay healthy and 
beautiful, by restoring their bodies natural connections.

Life as an athlete is always a struggle to stay as healthy as possible.  
I have always had problems staying healthy and no therapy or medication 
could provide substantial changes. No “PRP” injections, no other therapy,  

I had no reason to believe anything could make a difference.  
When I injured myself at the beginning of the 2021/2022 season, I was already 
working on this microcurrent stimulation device. It was the perfect time to see 
what natural medicine had to offer and the experience did not disappoint! It 
was clear from that moment that this technology has great potential and I 

want to be part of this revolution!

REGAIN. REVIVE. REYU.

REYU, the future of healing.

Restore your sport 
injuries swiftly and 

naturally.

Our Biofeedback loops degenerate with aging and are aggravated 
by unhealthy lifestyle. Dysfunctional loops cut us off from our 

powerful sources of self-healing, namely our nervous and vascular 
centers. However, science taught us how to reverse this process by 
activating these loops through specially designed microcurrents, 

bio-identical to our natural electrical discharges. REYU taps into your 
sources of self-healing, the way nature intended life to thrive.  

The intelligent way to long-term results.

Join the Natural Revolution with Reyu.


